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example of patriotic poetry, and contains a great mass of
learning, including notes by Selden, and some fine passages;
but most readers will agree with Ben Jonson that the long
verses are unpleasing. Samuel Daniel, in his attempts to write a
history of England in verse (as he did in prose), was inspired by
the same patriotic feeling that actuated the writers of chronicle
plays. Chapman also belonged to the old order, and his transla-
tion of Homer is a fine specimen of craftsmanship. He was not
a profound Greek scholar, took considerable liberties with the
text, and substituted the spirit of the Elizabethan age for the
Homeric atmosphere, yet his clear, lively, vigorous, if un-
polished, rendering won the praise of a long succession of poets
from Pope to Swinburne. Other Spenserians were the Cam-
bridge divines, Phiiaeas and Giles Fletcher, who borrowed the
allegorical method, ignored the romance which made it toler-
able, and treated of scriptural subjects after the manner of a
theological treatise.
To a totally different school belonged the satirists and epi-
grammatists. Joseph Hall aspired to be counted the first Eng-
lish satirist, but incurred the condemnation of Milton because,
among other sins, he failed to strike at the 'most eminent vices
among the greatest persons'.1 Neither Hall nor Donne (another
satirist) was likely to use satire for veiled attacks on ministers
of state, but both clearly realized its possibilities as a means of
reforming by ridicule some of the foibles of the times. Thus the
former attacked romanticism, then at the crest of its wave of
popularity, and the latter in his third satire did not hesitate to
discuss religion and contrast scornfully the slight effort to under-
stand what was at issue that contented many when adopting
a creed with the stern climb essential to attain truth. The next
generation of satirists satisfied Milton's demands, and the pri-
vate as well as public life of Buckingham, for example, was
assailed scurrilously, if anonymously.
The epigram, which closely followed Martial in structure,
often merely translating or at least imitating him, had a regular
form and was a short poem leading up to and terminating in a
witty or ingenious or surprising turn of thought. Sir John
Harington and Sir John Davies were the English pioneers, and
Jonson, Donne, and Herrick all left excellent specimens. They
became so popular that some fifty collections were printed
1 'An Apology against a Pamphlet* (1642)5 in Workss iii. pt. i, p. 329.

